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Today

A lot of Models for Football

Visualizations

Outcome Prediction - different approaches

Performance analytics

In the realm of tracking data



Some typical questions to be answered

Among others

How much is a player on a team worth?

How to rank players or teams?

How to predict future performance of players or teams?

How likely are extreme performances?

Which decision is more likely to lead to a win (tactics, training
programs etc)?

What is the physical conditions of the players?

Other topics of interest: business management, customer relationships
(card holders for example), sports related business, TV rights, injury
prevention etc



Football Data

Many and variants types of data. Historically:

Simple observation (notational analysis)

Boxscores

Add betting odds

Event data

Tracking Data



Data availability: Examples

A single match for Champions League can produce tremendous
amounts of data. We are able to know every second the exact
position of the 22 players and the ball.

Wearable technology: players wear shirts that can transmit their
physiology data at real time! Big debate on FIFA on this! Widely
used during training.

Data available: from game video to location sensors to online scouting
reports.



Analytics

Tactic: professional teams now use video to analyze their opponents
and their own tactic behavior. Patterns can be identified

Fatigue: measurement on the players can reveal problems of fatigue
and perhaps led to special treatment

Optimal decisions about the match, tactics, players etc

Statistics about the game showing the performance of teams and
players

Useful (insightful) visualizations



Analysis Examples - Econimic aspects

Competitive balance

Spectators analysis: what they want to see and how often

Optimal size of a League.

Optimize team performance-composition

Scheduling



How to change sports - some cases

Wearable technology

Competitor analysis

Designing training programs

More interesting statistics and content for fans

Live information for coaching staff during games or events

Useful information for player recruiting and contracting



Consumer Experience

Online statistics

Online predictions

Nice visualization on demand



FIFA debate on wearable technologies

The big dilemma was whether FIFA should leave the teams to use it
(World Cup 2014) in real time

The question is whether this can lead to advantage for some teams
with better technology (more money)

Trainers are able to know in real time the physiological measurements
for players

It was decided not to allow real time usage BUT teams could use
them but data could be used only afterwards.

There is still discussion on that...



Sports Visualization



Sports Visualization



Playing behavior



Playing behavior



Passing Network



Argentina-Serbia 6-0, 3rd goals with 23 passes

 
Figure 1. The trajectory of the play. The ball ends in the S-M goal represented by 
a box on the right hand side of the figure. The circles represent the positions of 
players initiating passes. 



Example of modelling

Split the pitch in parts and model the movement of the ball from segment
to segment via Markov chain models to identify patterns
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Split the pitch in parts and model the movement of the ball from segment
to segment via Markov chain models to identify patterns



CRM

Spectators are important part of the sports business: So sports analytics
can help on

Understand fan preferences and behaviors.

Retain and boost revenue from season-ticket holders and attract new
fans

Enhance the fan experience and nourish your high-value fans with
more personalized and relevant communications and promotions.

Example: ticket seat analysis: which seats the spectators prefer? How
often? What the price should be? Dynamic pricing models?



Football Analytics - Part I Models



Statistical models for football: type of models

To predict prior to a game

To explain what are the drivers for success

To use the model as backrground/adjustment in order to investigate
particular aspects of the game



Statistical models for football: type of models

Direct Models: model the outcome (win/draw/loss)

Indirect Models: model the score

Modelling the score you can calculate many more things!



Statistical models for football: type of models

Modelling the outcome of a game

Win-Draw-loss
Score modelling (number of goals)
Survival modelling (time between goals)
In-play modelling

Model game characteristics (e.g. effect of red card, artificial field,
passing game, referee bias, home advantage etc)

Econometric models related to soccer (looking on soccer from the
business point of view)



Why modelling

Football is a low-score sport:

harder to predict

easier to see surprises

easier to see changes during the match

harder to model



Some historical considerations

Despite other sports like baseball models for football appeared quite
recently

Reep and Pollard 1968 were the first to work on data from football

Surprisingly not goals, but passes

Aiming to describe the style of play with long or not passes

Previously there is some mention on the Poisson distribution for the
number of goals but just as example

After 1980 there is much progress with many new models

Explosive ineterest in recent years due to huge data availability (but
also betting)



Some preliminary models

A preliminary simplistic model from eighties is a simple regression
over the score difference used to predict the winner

Being continuous the draw is when the prediction lies in the interval
(−0.5, 0.5) postive values is a home win and negative an away win.

The covariates used were some ranking of the teams (not widely
available at those years!)

Oversimplistic but not that bad. It relates to multinomial logistic
model (it predicts a latent variables)

Borrowed from other sports



Ordered Probit Model

For an ordered probit regression model with win-draw-lose match results as
outcomes, the result of the match between teams i and j , say Rij , depends
on the unobserved or latent variable y∗ij and a Gaussian independent and
identically distributed disturbance term, eij , as follows

Rij = 1 if µ2 < y∗ij + eij

Rij = 0.5 if µ1 < y∗ij + eij < µ2

Rij = 0 if y∗ij + eij < µ1

Above 1 is the home win, 0.5 is the draw and 0 the away win. µ1 and µ2

are thresholds to be estimated and y∗ij are functions of the covariates and
their coefficients.
Moving from the Gaussian distribution to the Logistic distribution we get
the multinomial logistic model



Paired Comparisons

The Bradley-Terry model is a probability model that can predict the
outcome of a paired comparison.
Given a pair of individuals i and j drawn from some population, it
estimates the probability that team i will win team j using

P(i > j) =
pi

pi + pj

where pi is a positive real-valued score assigned to team i to represents its
ability. This may be written as

P(i > j) =
eβi

eβi + eβj

or

log

(
P(i > j)

P(j > i)

)
= βi − βj



Bradley-Terry model

Need to estimate parameters βi that represent the abilities of the
teams

Need to constraint the abilities for identifiability reasons

How can we incorporate ties/draws as in football?

Thurstone model based on Gaussian distribution, this is based on the
logistic distribution

The model actually provides a rating of the teams!



Bradley-Terry model

Extending for draws:

Model A :

P(i > j) =
pi

pi + θpj

P(i < j) =
pj

pj + θpi

P(i = j) =
pipj(θ

2 − 1)

(pj + θpi )(pi + θpj

Model B:

P(i > j) =
pi

pi + pj + ν
√
pipj

P(i > j) =
pj

pi + pj + ν
√
pipj

P(i = j) =
ν
√
pipj

pi + pj + ν
√
pipj

For θ = 1 and ν = 0 we get no draws



Model with home advantage

The random variable Yi has three categories arbitrarily coded as 2. if the
home team i wins, 1 in the case of a draw and 0 in the case of victory of
the visiting team.

P(Yi ≤ k) =
exp (δk + η + ai − aj))

1 + exp (δk + η + ai − aj))
, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}

where δ0 < δ1 < δ2 are cutpoint parameters satisfying identifiability
conditions, η is the common home advantage and aj is the ability of the
two teams. Note that

∑
aj = 0 for identifiability.



Elo type rating model

General idea

Each team i is given some initial rating, a real number Yi .

When team i plays team j , the ratings of both teams are updated
using a function Φ(·). that depends on the difference between the
current ratings, i,e, Φ(Yi − Yj).

Note that the sum of all ratings remains constant; it is
mathematically natural to center so that this sum equals zero. (the
team gets some points while the other looses the same points).

In practice the scheme is adapted to each specific sport, for instance
for International Football

Firstly used in chess with great success. Several variants/imporvements



Elo type rating model for international soccer

It is calculated as Ynew = Yold + K(W −We)

Ynew is the new rating,Rold is the old one before the match.

K = 60 for World Cup finals;
K = 50 for continental championship finals and major intercontinental
tournaments;
K = 40 for World Cup and continental qualifiers and major
tournaments;
K = 30 for all other tournaments;
K = 20 for friendly matches.

K is then adjusted for the goal difference. By 1/2 if a game is won by two goals,
by 3/4 if a game is won by three goals, and by 3/4 + (N − 3)/8 if the game is won
by four or more goals, where N is the goal difference.

W is the result of the game (1 : win, 0.5: draw, and 0 : loss).

We is the expected result (win expectancy), either from the chart or the following
formula:

We =
1

10(−d/400) + 1
with d being the difference in ratings plus 100 points for a team playing at home

Of course several other ratings exist.



Remarks

When trying to fit data from tournament without a round robin
schedule problems may occur

Especially when estimating the abilities of the teams

Need to use information shared across the groups, like soe ranking etc

Examples: world cup or Champions Leagues



Modelling the outcome of a game - a quick overview

Model win-loss (no score included)

Paired comparison models
Logistic and ordinal regression
Artificial intelligence models

Model score

Double Poisson model and variants
Bivariate models
Inflated models
Advanced models

Modelling the difference

Modelling the time to goal scoring

In-play modelling

A lot of equivalence and relationships between the models!



Important questions to be answered

Poisson or not Poisson?
Real data show small overdispersion.

Independence between the goals of the two competing teams
Empirical evidence shows small and not significant correlation (usually
less than 0.05). Can this have any impact?

Which covariate information we need?



Score Prediction - Preliminaries

Let Dynamo Krakozia playing against Krakozia Thunderstorm next
Sunday. We wish to be able to predict the score of the match. What kind
of information we would like to have?

A natural response is that we need to know the scoring behavior of the
teams, like the mean number of goals scored by each team. But how this
can be estimated? And knowing the mean suffices for all purposes?



How to get the info

Which info to use? The last games but how far away from present?

We need to separate between games at home or away, with teams of
different level, matches of different importance etc

Definitely we need a model



Poisson or not Poisson (Shakespeare, 1605)

A natural debate is whether the Poisson distribution can do the job.
Poisson assumption implies that only chance govern the situation, this is
clearly very unrealistic. In practice models based on Poisson distribution
and covariate information can capture well the dynamics.
Probabilities are given by

P(X = x) =
exp(−λ)λx

x!
, λ > 0, x = 0, 1, 2,

Note: Poisson model implies that the mean coincides with the variance
(property of the Poisson distribution) Is this supported by the data?

Another question is how to model λ?



Example: two teams with Poisson rates
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Different distributions with the same mean
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Some descriptive Analysis

To gain insights and discuss the issues:

Data from period 2000-2001 onwards

Three championships: Bundesliga, Premier League and Greek
Championship (many names through the years)

Statistics per team and per year

Aim to examine:

relationship between variance and mean (is the Poisson a good choice?)
existence of correlation



Overdispersion - per team statistics
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Overdispersion - Add what we expec from a Poisson
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Overdispersion - per team statistics
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Overdispersion - Add what we expec from a Poisson
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Overdispersion - with 95% conf intervals
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Overdispersion - per team statistics
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Overdispersion - Add what we expec from a Poisson
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Overdispersion

Lesson learned

Reasonably the level of overdispersion if any depends on the
championship (style of play, level etc)

No strong evidence that the Poisson is not appropriate

In practice we may have more sources of variability that can explain
any remaining overdispersions

Do not (or ta least it is hard to ) generalize, we can find
championships with more overdispersion (or less)



Correlation

Pearson correlation
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Correlation- Add what we expec from two independent
Poisson

Bundesliga
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Correlation- Add what we expec from two independent
Poisson

Premier League

Pearson Correlation
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Correlation- Add what we expec from two independent
Poisson

Greek Championship

Pearson Correlation
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Correlation

Lesson learned

Linear correlatiuon may not be the best choice, no reasons for linear
relationship whatsoever

Different level or even sign

Explained by randomness in a certain extend, no conclusive that for
the given championships we exhibit consistent correlation

We assume the same for all matches this is maybe a naive assumption

Recall that correlation behaves differently for non continuous data

Do not (or ta least it is hard to ) generalize, we can find
championships with different structure (e.g. international matches)



Win-Draw-Loss per championship
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Some Remarks

Different home advantage

Different draw probability

Changes over time

Overall, modelling is a tremendous complicated approach need a lot of
models to be able to capture all aspects

Art and science together



Existing models - before them

An important aspect lies on the fact that some of the models are used
for exploratory usage: i.e. what statistics may influence the score, e.g.
is ball possession a predictor?

But some models are predictive:we care on predicting the outcome for
the forthcoming matches. In this case some variables cannot be used
as they are not known a priori.

It is important to separate between them, however as models they
may share some common elements.



Double Poisson model

We assume for the i-th match, i = 1, . . . , n, that (X ,Y ) are modelled as
two conditionally independent Poisson:

Xi |λ1i ∼ Poisson(λ1i ),

Yi |λ2i ∼ Poisson(λ2i ),

log(λ1i ) = µ+ home + atthi + defai ,

log(λ2i ) = µ+ attai + defhi ,

(1)

where λ1i , λ2i represent the scoring rates, i.e. the expected number of
goals for the home and away team, respectively; the parameters attk and
defk encapsulate the offensive (or attacking) and defensive performances
of team k, respectively, for each team k , k = 1, . . . , nt ; the nested indexes
hn, an = 1, . . . , t denote the home and the away team playing in the i-th
game, respectively; µ represents the constant intercept; home represents
the home-advantage.



Double Poisson model

To achieve identifiability we assume

nt∑
k=1

attk = 0,
nt∑

k=1

defk = 0, (2)

or equivalantly a ‘corner’ constraint by imposing a baseline team whose
teams abilities are set to zero, and the other ones are incremental with
respect to the baseline:

att1 = 0, def1 = 0 (3)
nt∑

k=2

attk = 0,
nt∑

k=2

defk = 0, (4)

Other constraints are possible (offering different interpretation).



Candidates Covariates

For predictive purposes need to be knwon in advance

Home effect

Team composition

Surface

Injuries

Crowd effect

Referee

Tradition (???)

Shape

New Trainer? (regression to the mean)

Bettting odds

many many others



Some comments

As already mentioned the Poisson assumption is perhaps too limited.

We may built similar models for other distributional assumptions, like
Negative binomial.

In such model some covariates have been found not to be statistically
significant!



The model of Maher (1982)

Maher (1982) proposes the following double Poisson model

Xi |λ1i ∼ Poisson(λ1i ),

Yi |λ2i ∼ Poisson(λ2i ),

λ1i = αhiβai
λ2i = γhi δai ,

(5)

where we can think of each α, as representing the strength of team’s
attack when playing at home, β the weakness of team’s defence when
playing away, γ, the weakness of team’s defence at home and δ, the
strength of team’s attack away.



The model of Maher (1982)

In a league with t teams there are 4t such parameters; however if all the
α’s are multiplied by a factor k and all the β’s divided by k , all the αβ
products are unaffected and, therefore, in order to produce a unique set of
parameters the constraint:

nt∑
k=1

αk =
nt∑

k=1

βk . (6)

In the same way the further constraint may be imposed:

nt∑
k=1

γk =
nt∑

k=1

δk . (7)

Good news: Estimation for that model becomes tractable and simple.



Baio and Blangiardo

It is basically the same as previously, specified as a hierarchical Bayesian
model by eliciting some prior distributions for the model’s parameters.
Bayesian approach offers some advantages

you can specify using the priors the information you have already

suitable for early in the year work

adjust based on information flow

add overdispersion and correlation in an implicit way

it can borrow information from other teams



Baio and Blangiardo

The scoring rates are specified assuming a log-linear random effect model:

log(λ1i ) = home + atthi + defai ,

log(λ2i ) = attai + defhi .
(8)

As common in the Bayesian framework, some prior distributions are
required for the random parameters. The home parameter is modelled as a
fixed effect—equal for all the teams—whereas team-specific parameters
are considered as exchangeable from a common distribution:

home ∼N (0, 104),

attk ∼N (µatt, τatt),

defk ∼N (µdef, τdef),

(9)

where N (µ, σ) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard
deviation σ. Identifiability constraints (sum to zero) apply.



Baio and Blangiardo

The model’s hyperparameters are then assigned some noninformative
priors:

µatt, µdef ∼N (0, 104),

τatt, τdef ∼invGamma(0.1, 0.1).
(10)

Sharing the priors they share information in some sense!



Baio and Blangiardo

Use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC)

Possible presence of overshrinkage

Authors proposed to not assume the team-specific parameters



Negative Binomial Regression model

Aim: to model overdispersion (variance larger than the mean)
Is the Poisson distribuition the only choice?
The negative binomial distribution has pmf

P(X = k) =

(
r

r + µ

)r Γ(r + k)

k!Γ(r)

(
µ

r + µ

)k

, k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

We have that the mean is µ and the variance µ+ µ2

r .
For r →∞ we get the Poisson model. t measures the overdispersion.



Negative Binomial Regression model

The Double Negative binomial is simple to derive

Introducing correlation becomes more tricky

Copula based models are simple to create

Overdispersion parameter r may be modelled as well by covariates.
This is perhaps overkill and can create problems (especially if
overdipsersion is small or not at all)

Several other models in the family of mixed Poisson models exist

Suitable to measure heterogeneity (in fact the model is generated by
such an assumption)



Extensions - Assume dependence

Remove independence assumption. Use a bivariate model that allows
for dependence. How to built such a model?

More realistic but more difficult to work with, need special software.

Introduce some inflation, i.e. change the probability in certain points,
like increase the occurrence of zero scores, or draws

Model the time between goals

Model the difference in the score not the score itself



Introducing Correlation- A simple Approach

Consider random variables Xr , r = 1, 2, 3, which follow independent
Poisson distributions with parameters λr > 0. Then the random variables
X = X1 + X3 and Y = X2 + X3 follow jointly a bivariate Poisson
distribution BP(λ1, λ2, λ3), with joint probability function

PX ,Y (x , y) = P(X = x ,Y = y)

= exp{−(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)}λ
x
1

x!

λy2
y !

min (x ,y)∑
k=0

(
x

k

)(
y

k

)
k!

(
λ3

λ1λ2

)k

.

(11)

Marginally each random variable follows a Poisson distribution with
E(X ) = λ1 + λ3, E(Y ) = λ2 + λ3, and cov(X ,Y ) = λ3; λ3 measures the
dependence between the goals scored by the two competing teams.
If λ3 = 0 then the two variables are independent



The Bivariate Poisson model

Aims to account for the correlation
the numbers of goals are jointly modeled (Karlis and Ntzoufras 2003):

(Xi ,Yi |λ1i , λ2i , λ3i ) ∼ BP(λ1i , λ2i , λ3i )

log(λ1i ) = µ+ home + atthi + defai ,

log(λ2i ) = µ+ attai + defhi ,

(12)

where for the covariance parameters λ3i we may assume the general form:

log(λ3i ) = β0 + βhome
hi

+ βaway
ai

+ βwi , (13)

where β0 is a constant parameter, βhome
hi

and βaway
ai are parameters that

depend on the home and away team respectively, wi is a vector of
covariates for the i-th match used to model the covariance term and β is
the corresponding vector of regression coefficients.



The Bivariate Poisson model

The interpretation remains pretty unchanged with respect to the
double Poisson model,

Now an explicit positive correlation between the teams’ scores is
introduced.

The same constraints for identifiability proposed for the DP apply
here.

This is a natural generalization of the Poisson to higher dimensions.
It has a lot of applications.

Implemented in package bivpois



Dixon and Coles model

To account for an excessive number of particular scores they defined

PX ,Y (x , y) = P(X = x ,Y = y) = τλ1,λ2(x , y)
λx1 exp{−λ1}

x!

λy2 exp{−λ2}
y !

,

(14)
where λ1 and λ2 are defined as in the DB model, whereas τ measures the
correlation between the scores:

τλ1,λ2(x , y) =



1− λ1λ2ρ, if x = y = 0,

1 + λ1ρ if x = 0, y = 1,

1 + λ2ρ if x = 1, y = 0,

1− ρ if x = y = 1,

1 otherwise.

(15)

In simple words we move some probability to certain scores!



Dixon and Coles model

The parameter ρ satisfies

max (−1/λ1,−1/λ2) ≤ ρ ≤ min (1/λ1λ2, 1),

and in fact is a dependence parameter.
ρ = 0 corresponds to scores’ independence, but otherwise the
independence assumption is perturbed for events with x ≥ 1 and
y ≥ 1.
The marginal distributions are still Poisson with means λ1 and λ2

respectively.
So the typical configurations for the means apply.
To achieve identifiability they assume the following constraint:

nt
−1

nt∑
k=1

attk = 1, nt
−1

nt∑
k=1

defk = 1, (16)

Note that the introduced correlation can be positive or negative but
of limited range for reasonable for soccer means.



Inflation for the draws

Considering the bivariate-Poisson as the starting model, a diagonal inflated
model is specified by

PD(x , y) =

{
(1− p)BP(x , y |λ1, λ2, λ3), x 6= y

(1− p)BP(x , y |λ1, λ2, λ3) + D(x , θ), x = y ,
(17)

where D(x , θ) is a discrete distribution with parameter vector θ.
Such models can be fitted by using the EM algorithm.
Useful choices for D(x , θ) are the geometric, the Poisson or even the
Bernoulli distribution.



Draw Inflation

There are some interesting properties of such models.

The marginal distributions of a diagonal inflated model are not
Poisson distributions but mixtures of distributions with one Poisson
component.

If λ3 = 0 (corresponding to the double-Poisson distribution) the
resulting inflated distribution introduces a degree of dependence
between the two variables under consideration.

For this reason, diagonal inflation may correct both the overdispersion
and the correlation problems that are encountered in modelling
football games.



Effect of ignoring dependence
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Inflated models

It has been observed that in some championships we observe an
excess of some scores.

For example, typically draws are much larger than predicted.

This can have some explanations

How to model this?

The approach leads to inflated models, some scores are given extra
probability (i.e. they occur more often than expected)



Inflated models 1
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Inflated models 1

Inflate draws, diagonal inflation
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Skellam model

Aims to model the difference in score not the score itself.
Advantages

Removes additive covariance (do not need to model it)

Has a Poisson latent variable interpretation

Does not assume Poisson marginals (i.e. one may assume an
overdispersed marginal distribution)

Easy interpretation

Simpler Model set-up than the corresponding Biv. Poisson model

Disadvantages

Discards part of the information

Cannot model covariance and final full score (only differences).



Skellam’s distribution

For any pair of variables (X ,Y ) that can be written as

X = W1 + W3, Y = W2 + W3 with
W1 ∼ Poisson(λ1), W2 ∼ Poisson(λ2) and
W3 ∼ any distribution with parameters θ3

then
Z = X − Y ∼ PD(λ1, λ2)

(Poisson difference or Skellam’s distribution with parameters λ1 and λ2).



Skellam’s distribution

Z = X − Y ∼ PD(λ1, λ2)

Poisson difference or Skellam’s distribution with{
Mean E (Z ) = λ1 − λ2

Variance Var(Z ) = λ1 + λ2
and density function

fPD(z |λ, λ2) = P(Z = z |λ1, λ2) = e−(λ1+λ2)

(
λ1

λ2

)z/2

I|z|

(
2
√
λ1λ2

)
.

for all z ∈ Z, where Ir (x) is the modified Bessel function of order r

Ir (x) =
(x

2

)r ∞∑
k=0

(
x2

4

)k
k!Γ(r + k + 1)

.

(see Abramowitz and Stegun, 1974, pp. 375).



Skellam’s distribution

Some comments

Extensions to the bivariate case with copulas (Karlis, 2013)

Such a model is suitable for modelling the score differenc at half time
and at the end (type of bets half time/full time)

Other distributions on Z have been proposed recently

Model relates to some historical models as for example the ordered
probit



Correlation what we have learn

Need to account for correlation

It can be positive and negative and in general we need to be flexible
on that

While small it can have an effect in our predictions so perhaps we do
not have to ignore it

Need flexible models but how?

The idea is to use copulas!
Warning: maths are coming



Why copulas?

Copulas can produce flexible bivariate (multivariate) distributions with

Flexible marginal distributions

Flexible dependence structure (e.g. we can easily create a bivariate
discrete distribution with negative correlation)

Great variety of different choices

Offer a way of studying scale-free measures of dependence

at the cost of added complexity (sometimes), not easy to generalize
models.
What is a copula?



A brief introduction to copulas

Copulas are bivariate(multivariate) distributions with uniform
marginals.

They are fashionable since one can separate the marginal properties
from the dependence properties (caution: this is not true for discrete
data however) and hence define multivariate models with given
marginal properties.

Increasing application to many disciplines, like biostatistics, finance,
hydrology. Literature is increasing fast.



Not a formal definition

It is well known in nonparametric statistics that if X has a continuous
cdf F then F (X ) ∼ U(0, 1). Moreover by the inversion method
X = F−1(U) is a sample from F .

Then if U ∼ U(0, 1) and V ∼ U(0, 1), X = F−1(U) and
Y = G−1(V ) is a independent sample from F and G respectively.

Dependent bivariate sample−→ Bivariate distribution, whose one
dimensional margins are uniform −→ Copula function.

We refered to copulas as distribution functions whose one
dimensional margins are uniform.



Definition - bivariate case

Let I = (0, 1). A bivariate copula is a function C from I2 to I with the
following properties:

1 For every u,v in I

C (u, 0) = 0 = C (0, v) and C (u, 1) = u,C (1, v) = v

2 For every u1, u2, v1, v2 in I such that u1 ≤ u2 and v1 ≤ v2,

C (u2, v2)− C (u2, v1)− C (u1, v2) + C (u1, v1) ≥ 0,

(Nelsen, 1998).
If C is be considered to be a distribution function of two random variables U and

V , the first condition ensures that U and V have uniform marginal distributions.

The second condition, often referred to as the rectangular inequality, simply

requires that C is a valid distribution function, i.e.

Prob {u1 ≤ U ≤ u2, v1 ≤ V ≤ v2} ≥ 0.



Some bivariate copulas

Family C (u1, u2; θ) θ ∈
Gumbel e−(ũ1

θ+ũ2
θ)1/θ

[1,∞)

Clayton (u−θ1 + u−θ2 − 1)−1/θ (0,∞)

Joe 1− (u1
θ + u2

θ − u1
θu2

θ)1/θ [1,∞)

Frank −1
θ log

{
1 + (e−θu1−1)(e−θu2−1)

e−θ−1

}
(−∞,∞) \ 0

Normal ΦR

(
Φ−1(u1),Φ−1(u2)

)
(−1, 1)

ui = 1− ui and ũi = − log ui , i = 1, 2, where Φ is the N(0,1) c.d.f., Φ−1

is the functional inverse of Φ and ΦR is the bivariate standard normal
c.d.f. with linear correlation matrix R
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Copulas and Discrete data

The bivariate case with marginals F (x) and G (y)

P(x , y) = C (F (x),G (y))− C (F (x − 1),G (y))−
C (F (x),G (y − 1)) + C (F (x − 1),G (y − 1))

More on applications of copulas for discrete data in Genest and
Neshlehova (2007), Nikoloulopoulos and Karlis, (2008)



An example

Consider that you want to built a bivariate discrete distribution with
Poisson marginals. Also you want to use the Frank copula. All you need is

The Frank Copula

C (u, v) = −1

θ
log

{
1 +

(e−θu1 − 1)(e−θu2 − 1)

e−θ − 1

}
The marginal cumulative distribution functions

F (x) =
x∑

j=0

exp(−λ)λx

x!
and G (y) =

x∑
j=0

exp(−µ)µy

y !

P(x , y) = C (F (x),G (y))− C (F (x − 1),G (y))−
C (F (x),G (y − 1)) + C (F (x − 1),G (y − 1))

Not that difficult...
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Copula based model in McHale and Scarf

Use of Archimedean copulas (Frank was found the best using model
selection)

Data refer to 6101 international soccer results for the period
1993-2004

Negative binomial marginal distributions. Common overdipsersion for
all teams

Covariates found significant were home advantage (if any) the FIFA
world ranking of each team as at the date of the game and past goals
scored and conceded for the eight most recent matches for both
teams.

While the particular model was not predictive, one may use the
standard formulations for the means of the models



Dynamic Models

Previous models assume static team-specific parameters, namely
teams are assumed to have a constant performance across time, as
determined by the attack and defence abilities (att, def).

Teams’ performance tend to be dynamic and change across diferent
years, if not different weeks. Many factors contribute to this football
aspect:

1 teams change their rosters;
2 teams’ players could be injured
3 coaches could be dismissed
4 some teams could improve/worsen their attitudes due to the so-called

turnover
5 Cyclical effects
6 Others...

Need to account for it



Dynamic extensions

Altering the likelihood through a weight function to acknowledge that
historical old information is of less value than recent information
(indirect method)

Specify a time-dependent stochastic model for the attack and the
defence parameters (direct method).



Dixon and Coles

The model can be modified by introducing a pseudo-likelihood for each
time point t:

L(attk , defk , ρ, home) = ∏
i∈At

(
τλ1i ,λ2i

(xi , yi )λ
xi
1i exp{−λ1i}λyi2i exp{−λ2i}

)φ(t−ti ) ,

where ti is the time that match i was played, At = {i : ti < t}, λ1i , λ2i are
as in the DC model and φ is a non-increasing function of time.
Parameters attk , defk , ρ, home are themselves time -dependent and
maximizing this equation at time s leads to parameters estimates which
are based on games up to time s only.



Dynamic extensions

The choice of the function φ is crucial to give more or less weight to
past historical information.

DC end up choosing the following specification:

φ(t) = exp(−ξt), (18)

for which all previous results are exponentially downweighted
according to a parameter ξ > 0.

The static model is a special case when ξ = 0, whereas larger values
of ξ give more weight to the most recent results.

The choice of the weighting parameter ξ can be problematic: the
authors propose to choose ξ in light of the values yielding the best
predictive accuracy.



Koopman and Lit

They extended the bivariate Poisson specification in a dynamic approach.
The likelihood specification is as follows:

(Xi ,Yi |λ1i , λ2i , λ3i ) ∼ BP(λ1i , λ2i , λ3i )

log(λ1i ) = home + atthi ,t − defai ,t ,

log(λ2i ) = attai ,t − defhi ,t .

(19)

To take into consideration time evolution in the teams’ abilities, they
proposed an autoregressive process for both the attack and the defence:

attk,t =γatt
k + φatt

k attk,t−1 + ηatt
k,t (20)

defk,t =γdef
k + φdef

k defk,t−1 + ηdef
k,t , (21)

where γatt
k , γdef

k are unknown constants, φatt
k , φdef

k are autoregressive
coefficients and ηatt

k,t , η
def
k,t are normally distributed error terms which are

independent of each other for each team k and time t.



Koopman and Lit

The authors assumed a stationary process for the team-specific abilities by
requiring the conditions |φ·k | < 1. The independent disturbance sequences
are stochastically generated by:

η·k,t ∼ N (0, σ2
k), (22)

whereas the initial conditions for the autoregressive processes are based on
means and variances of their unconditional distributions (here showed for
the attack only):

E(attk,t) = γatt
k /(1− φatt

k ), Var(attk,t) = σ2
k/(1− (φatt

k )2). (23)



Dynamic Models

Other models of this kind exist, all models can be extended to a
dynamic one (with more or less problems)

Addiitonal computational burden, mainly Bayesian approaches

Perhaps they offer too much structure

They can adjust to new circumstances



Survival Models

Model the time until a goal.

Based on the underlying Poisson process, the time between events is
an exponential distribution

Censoring applied

Modelling the time using covariates

Clearly this depends on the score, i.e. the time between goals changes
during the game

Use results from stochastic processes theory

Useful for online updating

Need to account for the dependence between the two teams

Is it reasonable to assume constant hazard as the exponential
distribution implies?



Survival Models

Score: Real Madrid 3 - 1 Liverpool



Discrete Weibull Model

So far all models stared from an assumption that the underlying
process was a time-homogeneous Poisson process. Time between
events (goals) follow an exponential distribution

This is mainly a convenient assumption due to lack of alternatives

If we move from that?

Assume that the inter-arrival times follow an independent and
identically distributed Weibull distribution.

What is the expected distribution for the numbe rof goals under this
assumtpion?

This brings a new discrete distribution named the Weibull count
distribution or discrete Weibull distribution



Discrete Weibull Model

The number of goals have pmf

P(X (t) = x) =
∞∑
j=x

(−1)x+j)(λtc)jαx
j

Γ(cj + 1)

where α0
j = Γ(cj+1)

Γ(j+1) , j = 0, 1, . . ., and αx+1
j =

j−1∑
m=x

αx
m

Γ(cj−cm+1)
Γ(j−m+1) for

x = 0, 1, 2, . . . and j = x + 1, x + 2, . . ..
λ is a rate parameter and c is the shape parameter of the distribution,
where the observation unit is the match, which we take as having a
duration of one time unit. Thus, λ is the scoring rate per match.
The hazard h(t) associated with the count process to vary over time



The Discrete Weibull Model

A bivariate model can be described using a copula to couple the two
variables (number of goals)

Boshnakov et al (2018) used a Frank copula

Covariates can be used in the rate parameters as usual

Computation can be made with libraries in R, with small effort (library
countr).



Betting

What does an odd implies ?
For example if the odds for 1, X , 2 are

2, 3, 3.35

This means that if we played 1 and we win we get back 2 times our
amount. If we have played 1 euro we get back 2, so we win 1.

For a fair game we can extract the probabilities as 1/odds

But then they do not add to 1! Why?

In our example this is 1.13, the excess is the gain of the bookmaker
(assuming spread equally to all bets)!



Odds to probabilities

Let the odds be oh, od and oa for winning the home team, a draw and
wining the away team, respectively. Let pi , i ∈ {h, d , o} be the
corresponding probabilities.
Then it holds that

pi =
1

oi + G
, i ∈ {h, d , o}

where G is the gain of the bookmaker. We may assume that this is the
same for all outcomes, but in practice the case is not so. (Why?)



Some important notes

The odds in practice also contain the market value infomation

So rarely they are exact

We treat them as imoplied probabilities, as proxies rather than truth
(if exists)

Typically they provide indication on what are the beliefs abiut the
outcome



Robustness issues

An overlooked thing on modelling is the fact that some scores contain
the same info in fact. For example consider a score 5-0 against 6-0.
Little info is added since it is natural that the team has stopped
playing.

Almost all of the models neglect this leading to overestimation of the
scoring abilities of the team.

Robust methods based on weighted likelihood are applicable (weights
can be model based to improve robustness)



Current situation

Wikipedia: ..The team that scores the most goals by the end of the match
wins..

Existing models mostly try to fit the number of goals and this can be
misleading especially when few games are used.

The ML methods usually reproduces well the scoring ability, so
accidentally scoring a lot of goals in one game will increase the power
of a team.

While in general this is soccer the model can loose their robustness as
they may be influenced from some scores

There is little work on this robustness issue



Premier League 2014-2015
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Premier League 2014-2015

In 18Oct14 Southampton won 8-0 Sunderland. What is the effect of
this in the scoring ability of Southampton?

We replaced this win by a just 1-0 win. Points gained are the same
but calculating the scoring ability of Southampton with the original
8-0 and the simple 1-0 is tremendous

To take an idea the following is the table with the probabilities
calculated for the match Arsenal versus Southampton in the two cases

Score Arsenal Wins Draw Southampton wins

8-0 0.497 0.267 0.235
1-0 0.522 0.269 0.207

So, just one score can change a lot the probabilties!



What we learnt

Current approaches suffer from not being robust.

Few scores can be influential and hence play significant role on the fit
and the predictions

It would be great if we could handle this issue



Robustness

Robustness in estimation prevents from

Outliers: an unexpected high score may influence a lot the results

Model deviations: If the assumed model is not well specified we need
to protect against it.

Robust estimators are not necessary efficient and hence a trade-off
between robustness and efficiency is usually needed. There are various
robustness approaches in the literature.



How to handle - Existing methodologies

Down weight some observations, e.g. with big scores, past in time,
due to ”strange” composition of the teams, teams may not be of any
interest etc. (Zidek, 2004)

This weighting can be either set by the user or by some model: fit a
model and for observations which prediction is bad give less weight in
order not to influence the result (Karlis and Ntzoufras, 2010, IMA)

Use some kind of robust estimators (like M-estimators, trimming etc)
or some minimum distance estimators (Karlis, 202x)



Explanatory models

Aiming at explaining not to predict

Use variables to explain why a team won?

What are the important factors

1 Models like those mentioned but now the covariates are more explicit

2 Interesting variable selection problems appears ?

3 Shall we consider the same effects for one covariate to the two teams?



Explanatory models

Groll et al, (2018) used a bivariate Poisson models to explain the success
in Euro’s.
The candidate variable were

Economic and Sport Factors Factors describing the team’s structure

GDP per capita maximum number of teammates
population Average age
Home advantage Number of CL players
ODDSET odds Number of Europa League players
market value Age of the national coach
FIFA rank Nationality of the national coach
UEFA points Number of players abroad



Machine Learning Approaches

Increased interest: random forest, ANN, Bayesian networks

Hard to do probabilistic prediction

Successful to detect non-linearities

Questionable increase of predictability

Hybrid methods available



In-Play prediction

We want to model the final outcome conditional on some information
during the game. E.g. what is the probability to win if the score at
20’ is 1-0?

What kind of information could be useful? Is this information
available?

Are the current models models useful for this purpose and how we
could amend them?
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Probability H-A-D as time passes, 1-1
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Probability H-A-D as time passes, 2-0
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But what if the probabilities change

So far

The probabilities change just because the team has to score more.

The scoring ability remains constant across time, irrespective the
change sin the game

We will now alter the probabilities by

Team behind the score need to play more offensive hence increasing the
scoring ability
Team increases its scoring ability with time (a favorite that need to win
as time passes)



Probability H-A-D as time passes
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Home team plays more offensive
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Also increasing its scoring ability as time passes
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Lessons learned

Current models assume a constant goal rate

This is not realistic

We need to investigate the factors that affect this during the game

Altering the scoring ability we end up with different probabilities

All we need to assume is that the scoring rate λ f a team depends on
the time, the score and some events insidte the game, being as
λ(t; z).



Existing literature

There is an increase on this kind of prediction, mainly due to betting
purposes

Online betting is an important fraction of the current business,
expected to increase

Small published work on this: mainly n issues about market efficiency

Half time-Full time score prediction based on a 4-variate model
(Poisosn with copulas)

Dobson and Goddard (2017) using survival models

Mainly models based on stochastic process and time to event ideas



Time to event models

Model the time till next goal (see Ntzoufras and Karlis, 2015)

We assume that certain events during the match alter the expected
time of the next goal

We may assume different type of processes to model this

Note: what kind of information we need?

Dobson and Goddard (2017) using survival models with some
covariates information



Some covariates

They used as covariates

a measure of the relative quality of the two competing teams, (e.g.
based on the betting prices for the match result prior to the start of
the match)

the number of minutes of the match currently elapsed,

dummy variables indicating the current goal difference between the
two teams,

any difference between the numbers of players on the pitch owing to
red cards already incurred



A new Approach

Count data model are not appropriate.

Recall that we can approximate them (Poisson as an approximation of
a binomial)

We propose a new approach. We split the game in intervals of one
minute nd we model directly the probability of scoring a goal at that
minute

Current models assume constant probability



Binomial vs Poisson approach

Probabilities from a Poisson(λ = 2) and a Binomial with p = 2/90 and
n = 90.

Goals Binomial Poisson

0 0.132 0.135
1 0.271 0.271
2 0.274 0.271
3 0.182 0.180
4 0.090 0.090
5 0.035 0.036
> 5 0.016 0.017



Model

Assume the standard logistic regression approach. Split the game to a
sequence of 90+ minutes, we have 0-1 outcome based on whether a goal
is scored by team j against team k.
A goal can alter this probability. for example

the team which is behind at the score may increase the probability of
scoring a goal

The time played can be also a factor (fatigue)

Red cards?

Other events inside the game

”Good” teams have a record of scoring the last minutes



Data example

Suppose that A plays against B at his own home. the score is 3-1 with
goals scored at 12 (1-0), 15 (1-1), 45 (2-1), 76 (3-1).

O1 O2 minutes goal diff home

A B 12 1 0 1
B A 12 0 -0 0
B A 3 1 -1 0
A B 3 0 1 1
A B 30 1 0 1
B A 30 0 -0 0
A B 31 1 1 1
B A 31 0 -1 0
A B 17 0 2 1
B A 17 0 -2 0



Application - Superleague 2017-2018

We use the 239 matches of the Superleague 2017-2018.

Excluded the match that never played (PAOK - Olympiakos) and also
we used the data up to the moment of the game played for
PAOK-AEK.

We want to check assumptions like: Is the current score important?
Are the red cards important? Last minutes? Other events?

Data were constructed manually from the SuperLeague web site

If no info for the extra time was given we used 3 minutes.
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Score Difference when scoring
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Score Difference when scoring - per team
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Results

Using different covariates in the model.
Basic model: Home + Offensive ability + Defensive Ability + Covariates

Model Effect Result

1 Score Diff Significant increase
2 Score Diff rounded Significant increase
3 Different Team effect no difference
4 Red Card not significant
5 Last 10 minutes Significant increase only with diff

Best model based on AIC: Model 2



PAOK-AEK

The most controversial match of the year. The score was 0-0 at 90th
minute. PAOK scored a goal, the referee cancelled it after some
hesitation. The match never continued.
Predictions from the model (up to this week)

0 1 2 3 4

0 0.215 0.117 0.033 0.005 0.000
1 0.229 0.104 0.026 0.005 0.001
2 0.112 0.054 0.012 0.002 0.001
3 0.042 0.017 0.004 0.000 0.000
4 0.011 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.000
5 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000



What would have happened if the game was continued?

Probabilities before the match:
PAOK : 0.477, Draw: 0.331, AEK: 0.192
(averaged over 10000 runs)

Given the score was 0-0 at 90 and assuming 5 minutes extra time:
PAOK: 0.0536, Draw: 0.9207, AEK: 0.0257

If the goals was counted
PAOK: 0.952, Draw: 0.046, AEK: 0.002



Betting

An obvious application of the model is on online betting

The model updates the probabilities based on certain events and this
can be used to update the odds

Note that odds are necessary following the probabilities but they may
have other business aspects



Further Comments

What are the events that can be considered as adding information?
We mean events during the game. E.g. is the ball position at the last
minutes such a predictor? Some injuries? Substitutions? Accumulated
fatigue? Spatial information? Shots to goal? Corners? what else?

Are such data available?

Can the model be improved? E.g. other link functions or/and other
assumption (like beta binomial, copulas based models etc)

Predictions is based on simulating large series, not easy to derive in
closed forms

How extra time is taking into account?



Topics

Huge number of different topics to consider, list by far not complete

Optimal substitution: what is the optimal time for the trainer to

Optimal scheduling

Effect of red card (it is perhaps Not that bad as it sounds)

Home advantage (how can we measure it? is it the same for ll teams
across universe?)

Covid -19 effect - VAR effect: is there some effect in the game?

Does the color of the shirt of the team play role?

Does the color of the shirt of the goalkeeper plays role?

Is there a thing like ”hot shoe” or ”hot glove” in football?

What is the effect of artificial pitch

Does altitude plays role? The case of Bolivia

What is the best team ever?

Is there any effect on the market price of team and its results:
Dortmund case



How to measure the performance of the models

Beyond standard goodness of fit wehna available

Accuracy

Brier Score

Ranked Probability score

LogLoss



Brier Score

The Brier score is a proper score function that measures the accuracy
of probabilistic predictions.

It is applicable to tasks in which predictions must assign probabilities
to a set of mutually exclusive discrete outcomes.

The set of possible outcomes can be either binary or categorical in
nature, and the probabilities assigned to this set of outcomes must
sum to one (where each individual probability is in the range of 0 to 1)



Brier Score

The score is calculated as

BS =
1

N

N∑
t=1

k∑
i=1

(fti − oti )
2

where N is the number of forecasts,,fti is the probability for the t-instance
for i outcome (we assume k different outcomes) and oti the actual
outcome, which is 0 and 1 respectively.



Randked Probability Score

The ranked probability score (RPS) is a measure of how good forecasts
that are expressed as probability distributions are in matching observed
outcomes. Both the location and spread of the forecast distribution are
taken into account in judging how close the distribution is to the observed
value.
The score is calculated as

RPS =
1

r − 1

r∑
i=1

 i∑
j=1

pj −
i∑

j=1

ej

2

,

where r is the number of outcomes, pj is the forecasted probability of
outcome j and ej is the actual probability of outcome j . The special case
r = 2 gives the Brier score.



Log-Loss

The log loss for multiple games is defined

logloss = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

yij log(pij)

N is the number of games, M is the number of outcomes (for soccer
games this is 3: win, loss, and tie), yij is a binary indicator of whether
outcome M occured for observation ij (1) or not (0), and pij is the
probability of outcome M for observationij
Thus, the log loss for a set of predictions is the log of the probability of
the observed outcomes, summed over all observations. In the case of
perfect predictions, the probability of the observed outcome would be 1,
and the log probability would be 0. This means that the closer the log loss
is to 0, the better the predictions are;



League Simulation

Model based league simulation is a very helpful tool

In order to assess the aproriratness of any model we can simulate the
entire championship by that model and thus measure all quantities of
interest like, points, rankings etc

All you need is the ability to simulate from the model: doable for all
models seen here



Football Analytics - Part II Advanced Models



Advanced football analytics

Early research focused on game?level events such as home advantage,
the prevalence of drawn games, and the relative strength of individual
teams and leagues.

Later, the collection of data for on?ball events led to analyses of
possession ratios and the use of long?ball tactics.

Now teams have the ability to track player movements over the whole
pitch, throughout the course of a game.



Tracking Data

Especially tracking devices allow to produce huge amounts of data
during a match.

Their analysis can produce considerable and deep knowledge related
to sports.

A typical such data set can produce the exact locations of the players
with a frequency of 10 observations per second

One can monitor and measure in very detail player attributes and
behaviours.

A lot of new insights related to the player’s ability



Types of Tracking Data

Various Technologies

Wearables vests, they give also data about the players, no data about
the ball

Radio transmitter, older technology

Camera, depend on technology

Frequency depends on the software/technology



New Metrics

Given the detailed information we have we can calculate various detailed
measures and create insights, here are some

What is the position of the team at the field

What about the coordination of the players, distance between them,
inter-team distance

Spatial space of the team

Heatmaps and Conditional heatmaps

length of pass (succesful or not)

Fatigue (based on the speed of the player and their moves

Many to come



Expected Goals

XGoals measures the quality of a shot based on the distance from
goal, the angle, the type of shot (e.g. headed, free kick) and a logistic
regression models that turns the imput to some probability of success
(i.e. it measures how many shots at the pats of the same
characteristics were turned to goals)

Compared with the actual goals indicates the efficiency of the offense
and defense etc

Strongly relies on data (tracking)

The expected goals method is very much a work in progress. It is
open to critique from a wide variety of angles such as: how the
defense is taken into account? what about the player ability? is the
model valid everywhere?



A model

https://www.americansocceranalysis.com/explanation/

Shooter/Team Model Estimate Std. Error Z-value P-value)
Intercept 4.172 0.170 24.589 0.000

Distance (log-yds) -2.353 0.047 -50.056 0.000
Goal Mouth Available (quadratic-yds) -0.026 0.007 -3.785 0.000

Goal Mouth Available (yds) 0.069 0.019 3.716 0.000
Headed (binary) -0.648 0.066 -9.746 0.000
Cross (binary) -0.380 0.061 -6.206 0.000

Through ball (binary) 0.909 0.074 12.292 0.000
Corner (binary) -0.622 0.064 -9.753 0.000

Free kick (binary) 0.539 0.117 4.592 0.000
Indirect Free kick (binary) -0.192 0.080 -2.393 0.017

Fastbreak (binary) 0.680 0.106 6.397 0.000
Penalty (binary) 2.735 0.134 20.336 0.000

Each binary variable from Corner to Penalty is mutually exclusive, with "Regulary play" representing the excluded reference level.

https://www.americansocceranalysis.com/explanation/


Related issues

Similar to Xgoals

Expected assists (xA) measures the likelihood that a given pass will
become a goal assist.

It considers several factors including the type of pass, pass end-point
and length of pass.

Heavily depends on data available and models!



Passing Network

All the passes exchanged by the teams. Identify potential patterns using
statistical models for networks. A new and emerging area.



Several ideas with the data

Measure on pass effectiveness how well a pass disrupts the opposing
defense.

Model pass accuracy with only a few covariates

Passing effectiveness in elite soccer by evaluating their effects on
majority situations and space control in front of the goal

Majority situations are assessed by calculating the number of
defenders between the ball carrier and the goal.

Control of space is estimated using Voronoi-diagrams based on the
player’s positions on the pitch.

Pressing index: The average speed of all players with respect to the
ball is calculated to measure the pressing behavor or the defensive
team during the transition phase after losing ball possession

Just few of them



Pass Dynamics

Peralta Alguacil (2019)

Nice theoretical background on pass dynamics

Some models about how to select pass

Nice work on movement of players

Data from Barcelona



Team formation

Effective Playing Space, calculated as the surface area (in square
meters) of the convex hull of all players (excluding goalkeepers) as a
measure of the playing area used by the players in a given situation.

It is used the area as a predictor for a binary match outcome.

Player Length per Width ratio

Team Separateness, calculated for the attacking team as a metric on
how close players were marked by the defenders by averaging the
distance to the respective closest opponent (in meters).

Space Control Gain, and

Given all the player tracking data across a season, automatically find
the formation that characterises how each team played in each
match-half.



Effective Playing Space

A metric that measures the position of the team in the field aiming at
examining several tactical aspects.

It is the convex hull created by the players of a team excluding the
goalkeeper.

It is referred as Effective Playing Space (EPS), calculated as the
surface area (in square meters) of the convex hull of all players
(excluding goalkeepers) as a measure of the playing area used by the
players in a given situation.



Effective Playing Space

Strategically, a team needs to spread out its players so that the entire
field is adequately covered. When a team is in offence it is reasonable
to attempt to increase the convex hull, the opposite makes sense
when in defence. The strategy of the offending team is to have a
large hull or at least players not too close so as the defending team to
need to increase its size.

So an interplay between the hulls of the offensive and defensive teams
are important to understand the tactics.



Effective Playing Space



Effective Playing Space
Geometric medians for state 1 Geometric medians for state 2

Geometric medians for state 3



Measuring spatial value

Distribution of defender positions as a function of the ball’s location
(white dot) over 20 Spanish La Liga games. Defending team’s goal is on
the right of the pitch. (from Bornn et al, 2018, Significance)



Pitch Control

Which space each player controls? measuring how players create space for
themselves and teammates pitch control models

(a) (b)

(c)

Plot from Bornn et al, 2018, Significance



Passing game

Given that the player has the ball what are the possible passes that he can
give?



Average formation line

”Average formation line” (AFL), defined as average position on the axis
from own goal of all team events with the ball. An indicator that
quantifies in meters how high the team is playing

Methods

France

56.8 mCroatia

45.3 m

Figure 1. Example of average formation line in the final of FIFA 
World Cup 2018 between France and Croatia.  



Average formation line



Average formation line



FIFA World Cup 2018

Effect the average formation line of teams in FIFA World Cup 2018
(Armatas et al, 2020)
Data from all 64 matches of FIFA World Cup 2018 were obtain from
Wyscout match reports, Independent variable was AFL Dependent
variables were:

team ranking for sampled team and opponent team based on FIFA
rankings,

tournament stage (group stage, knock out stage),

goal difference,

time per 15 minute of goals scored and conceded and

remaining time until the end of the match.



FIFA World Cup 2018

Team ranking is significant; the larger the ranking (i.e. larger ranking
means worst team) the smaller the AFL.

When a team is playing against stronger opponents (lower ranking)
the AFL decreases.

The goal difference: teams behind in score move forward to offensive
zones and vice versa

Teams behind in score at the end of the match move forward to
offensive zones

Different playing styles-tactics revealed



Limitations of tracking data

Limited info for body positions

Error prone due to automation

Ball in 2d

No link to event data, need to find them

Lack of public data



Plus-Minus indices

Plus-minus measures the impact of a player on their team’s
performance.

A player’s plus-minus statistic can be used to answer the question:
”what happens when the player is on the pitch, compared to when he
is off it?”.

Some regularizations is needed

Different measures can be used

Expected Goals Plus-Minus

Expected Points Plus-minus

and modifications



Penalty Kicks

Essential Research problem attrcted a lot of research

How to kick the penalty? Where?

Is the order important in penalty shotouts?

Small benefit shooting first
Shall we change from ABABABABAB to ABBAABBAAB?
Can we create a more fair system?

Psychological effects for kickers and goalkeepers

Hot shoe and hot glove?



Penalty kicks



Experiments

Most of the data come from real games

There is active research on examining situations in control
experimental settings

Teams organize experiments and try to make conclusions from that

Correctly designed experiment can reduce biases and provide clear
answers to questions



Example of experiment

Researchers have discovered goalkeepers who wear red jerseys are
more likely to prevail in the drama of a spot-kick shootout.

They believe the colour has a subconscious influence on the
perception of failure, causing many of those charged with booting the
ball into the back of the net to fluff their effort.

How can we conclude this by removing biases and uncertainties?
Use data from a controlled experiment!



Example of experiment

The details (in short)

Forty male, collegiate soccer players were recruited . The mean number of years of
competitive soccer experience was 12

Participants took penalty kicks on a grass pitch. The size of the goalpost and the
ball are those used from FIFA

Participants took 10 penalties in different conditions, with the number of
successful kicks being used as the dependent variable

In one of four experimental conditions (red, yellow, blue, or green jerseys).

Two goalkeepers

Each player kick penalties to all goalkeepers, wearing all different jerseys in
different days

Session took place every 2nd week

control for other elements of non-verbal communication and interaction

Statistically significant results for the red jerseys: less succesful penalties. Fewer goals

were scored against the goalkeeper when he wore red than when he wore blue or green.

The difference between goals scored in the red and yellow conditions was not statistically

significant although the effect size was moderate



Summarizing

Endless potential

Too much research more to come

Data availability increases together with need to analyze properly the
data

We have seen small part of the literature


